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INTRODUCTION 

1. On 10 March 2021 the Oakey Coal Action Alliance Inc (OCAA) filed a general 

application (the Declarations Application) seeking orders for: 

a) declarations concerning:  

i) the nature and extent of the Applicant’s (NAC’s) application to 

amend its environmental authority (EAA) under the Environmental 

Protection Act 1994 (EPA) for stage 3 of the New Acland Mine 

(declarations 1 and 2); 

ii) the invalidity of the mining leases (MLs) granted for stage 1 and 2 of 

the mine under the Mineral Resources Act 1989 (MRA), which NAC 

relies upon to authorise activities under the EAA (declaration 3); 

iii) the extent of mining activities authorised under the stage 2 

environmental authority (EA), which NAC relies upon to authorise 

activities under the EAA (declaration 4); and  

iv) the invalidity of the EAA for stage 3 (declarations 5-7); 

b) a stay of the objections hearings under the EPA and under MRA;1 and 

c) leave to amend the grounds of OCAA’s objection to the EAA. 

 

1 OCAA no longer pursues its application for a stay of the proceedings.  
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2. On 11 March 2021 the Court ordered OCAA to file an outline of submissions 

which: 

a) identifies their contentions as to the relevant facts for the orders sought;  

b) addresses the jurisdiction of the Court to make the orders sought;  

c) addresses the utility of the Court making the orders sought, including prior 

to the hearing; and  

d) addresses the merits of the orders sought.  

3. This outline of submissions addresses these matters and requests that the Court, 

subject to the submissions of the parties at the directions hearing listed on 23 April 

2021, list the matter for a preliminary hearing (with a timetable for the filing of 

further submissions and evidence) to answer the following questions: 

a) What is the scope of the existing EA? In particular, does it authorise the 

mining of areas outside North Pit, South Pit and Centre Pit shown in Figure 

1 to these submissions?  

b) What is the scope of the EAA? In particular: 

i) does it seek approval for mining activities on the Stage 1 and Stage 2 

ML Areas?  

ii) if so, what activities does it seek approval for within those areas? 

c) If the answer to (b)(ii) is yes, are the Stage 1 and 2 MLs valid and do they 

authorise the mining activities for which approval is sought?    

RELEVANT FACTS 

4. These submissions are intended to be read in the factual context of the approvals 

of the mine summarised in Appendix 1.   

PRINCIPAL PROPOSITIONS 

Proposition 1: The Court must determine the scope of the application before it as a 

jurisdictional issue 

5. The Court is required to determine an objection decision on an application to 

amend an existing EA. That task necessarily involves the Court determining the 
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scope of the approval conferred by the existing EA, and the substance of any 

changes that will be made to that existing EA by the grant of an amended EA.2  

6. NAC’s existing EA signed on 15 July 2015 does not authorise mining across the 

whole of the areas known as ML 51070 (Stage 1 ML Area) and ML 50216 (Stage 

2 ML Area). That EA only authorises the mining of pits identified as North Pit, 

South Pit and Centre Pit, with the outlines of those pits as shown in the following 

figure from the stage 2 environmental impact statement (EIS):  

 

2 NAC’s EAA was applied for and is being assessed as a “major amendment” pursuant to Ch 5, Pt 7 of the EPA. 
Applying s 235 of that Part with necessary changes, the Court should consider the criteria in s 191 “only … to the 
extent they relate to the proposed amendment.” 
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Figure 1: Mine footprint shown in the stage 2 EIS, Ch 2 (Description of 

Project), Fig  2-1, January 2006 (extracted from Exh 871; TMP.0827). 

7. Further, NAC’s existing EA does not authorise the processing of the coal extracted 

from the areas known as MLA50232 (Stage 3 ML Area) at the coal handling and 

processing plant (CHPP) on the Stage 1 ML Area.  
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8. In recognition of the constraints of its existing EA, NAC’s EAA includes proposed 

mining activities not only in the Stage 3 ML Area but on all four mining lease areas 

(the fourth area not being relevant to these submissions). 

9. NAC’s EAA for stage 3 of the mine included an extension to allow the mining of 

pits in the Stage 2 ML Area, as depicted in Figure 2 showing the stage 3 pits in green 

shading (Application Figure). 

10. The application included, inter alia: 

a) mining part of the land which is contained within the boundaries of the Stage 

2 ML Area, namely those areas shown on the Application Figure that are: 

i)  shaded green;  

ii)  identified as the “stage 3 pit areas”; and 

iii)  within the Stage 2 ML Area- 

(being the northern part of Manningvale East Pit and the northern part of 

Willaroo Pit); and  

b) processing the coal extracted from the Stage 3 ML Area at the CHPP on the 

Stage 1 ML Area, namely at the location shaded light blue.  
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Figure 2 (Application Figure): Mining tenements and revised stage 3 pit areas 3 

  

 

3 Coordinator-General, New Acland Coal Mine Stage 3 project Coordinator-General’s evaluation report on the environmental 
impact statement (2014), Figure 2.1, p 2 (Exh 16; EHP.0016). 
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11. The draft EA (as proposed by both NAC and the Statutory Party) includes a 

different figure which would appear to show the stage 3 pit areas as being confined 

to the Stage 3 MLA Area (Draft EA Figure). The Coordinator-General (CG) 

included this figure in the stated conditions for the draft EA.4 

 
Figure 3 - Draft EA Figure 5 

 

4 CG Report, p 170 (Exhibit 16; EHP.0016, soft page 180). 
5 This version of the Draft EA Figure was copied from NAC’s Draft EA filed on 15 February 2021 as the quality of 
the same figures in the CG Report and the version filed by the Statutory Party are poor.  
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12. Condition A2 of the EA states: 

“In carrying out the mining activity authorised by this environmental 
authority, the holder of this environmental authority must comply with [the 
Draft EA Figure] (Revised Project Overview — Mine Area).” 

13. The Draft EA Figure, in addition to showing the stage 3 pit areas, also shows mining 

areas in the Stage 2 ML Area hatched in orange. The orange hatched areas do not 

reflect the Application Figure on the Stage 2 ML Area.  

14. In the hearing before President Kingham in 2018, NAC produced a further iteration 

of the Draft EA Figure, in the draft EA prepared by NAC for the remitted hearing 

(NAC’s 2018 Figure): 

 
Figure 4: NAC's 2018 Figure 6 

 

6 New Acland Coal Pty Ltd v Ashman & Ors (No 7) [2018] QLC 41 at [144] 
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15. NAC’s 2018 Figure showed the hatched orange “mining areas” extending all the 

way to the western and southwestern boundaries of the stage 2 ML (an area now 

known as “West Pit”).  

16. NAC argued in the proceeding before President Kingham that: 

a) it is lawful to mine West Pit under the existing EA;7 and 

b) the EA amendment application did not include authorisation for mining 

activities on the Stage 2 ML Area.8  

17. President Kingham rejected the case put by NAC that the EA amendment 

application did not include authorisation for mining activities on the Stage 2 ML 

Area, noting among other things that when the CG assessed stage 3, he did not 

exclude areas on existing mining leases from his consideration.9  

18. Due to: 

a) the statutory task for the Court in assessing the EAA being to consider the 

criteria in s 191 “only … to the extent they relate to the proposed 

amendment”;10 

b) the ambiguity on the face of the existing EA as to the activities that are 

authorised by it; 

c) the inconsistent delineation of the stage 3 pits in the application material and 

the draft EA, and NAC’s further revised draft EA; 

d) President Kingham’s rejection of the case put by NAC on this question; and 

e) the lack of clarity provided by the draft EA as to what activities it purports 

to authorise- 

the Court should, and must, determine the fundamental question: what is the scope 

and substance of the amendment application before the Court?  

 

7 NAC v Ashman (No 7) [2018] QLC 41 at [132] 
8 Applicant’s Supplementary Reply, 19 October 2018, at [75]; NAC v Ashman (No 7) [2018] QLC 41 at [163]. 
9 NAC v Ashman (No 7) [2018] QLC 41 at [176] 
10 NAC’s EAA was applied for and is being assessed as a “major amendment” pursuant to Ch 5, Pt 7 of the EPA. 
Applying s 235 of that Part with necessary changes, the Court should consider the criteria in s 191 “only … to the 
extent they relate to the proposed amendment.” 
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19. The scope of the application to amend the EA is a jurisdictional question.  

20. Take a simple example:  

a) an application seeks approval to build an additional 2 storeys on a building 

that is already approved at 12 storeys; and 

b) the statutory framework requires the decision-maker to consider the impacts 

of the amendment- 

then clearly the Court’s jurisdiction would be confined to considering the impacts 

of the additional two stories, not the impacts of the approved 12 storeys.   

21. The same situation pertains here. The Court’s jurisdiction is confined to considering 

the amendment application. The Court has the power to, and must determine, the 

scope of the requested amendment in order to make the objections decision for the 

application.  The Court is required to determine that question, once the issue is 

raised.11 In fact, the Court may determine the question of jurisdiction on its own 

motion.  

22. As a matter of practicality, should the Court fail to determine the extent of the 

existing application, and hence what is being “additionally” authorised by the 

amendment application, there is a very real chance that the assessment of the mining 

activities on the stage 2 ML Area will “fall between two stools”.  

23. If NAC wishes to formally amend its application to confine the scope of the 

amendment to authorising activities on the Stage 3 MLA, then that should be 

attended to as a preliminary matter. However, the Court will still be required to 

determine whether or not the existing EA authorises mining of West Pit and the 

southern part of South Pit to determine whether or not the draft EA is appropriate 

having regard to the Draft EA Figure and condition A2 of the draft EA.  

Proposition 2: The Stage 1 and 2 MLs are not valid 

24. NAC must be able to show that it is a competent applicant to pursue the EAA.12 

In particular, if the application includes an extension of activities on the Stage 1 and 

 

11 Leeming, Authority to Decide (2nd Ed) 2020 at 35-38. 
12 Queensland Coal Pty Ltd v Shaw [2002] 2 Qd R 288 at 294 [25] (Thomas JA). 
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2 ML Areas, it must be able to show that it holds an existing lawful ML for those 

areas. 

25. NAC has not produced a copy of the stage 1 or stage 2 MLs to the Court or in 

response to a request from OCCA in these proceedings. OCCA has only been able 

to obtain from publicly available records a “resource authority public report” for 

each mining lease. Those documents do not constitute a valid mining lease. Unless 

NAC produces copies of the mining leases on which it relies the Court may, and 

should, therefore draw the inference that no valid lease exists authorising mining 

within the Stage 1 and 2 ML Areas.  

Proposition 3: Alternatively, the Stage 1 and 2 MLs do not authorise mining across 

the entire area of the lease 

26. Alternatively, if the Court accepts the proposition that mining leases were validly 

granted, and sets about the process of construing the leases in the absence of 

production of the lease documents, the Court should make a finding that the mining 

leases only authorise the mining of coal from the three mine pits applied for (North 

Pit, South Pit and Centre Pit), the processing of coal from those pits at the CHPP 

and incidental, related activities.  

27. They do not authorise: 

a) the mining of those parts of the Stage 2 ML which are ostensibly part of the 

application to amend the EA;  

b) mining of West Pit, nor the extension of South Pit; or 

c) the processing of coal from the Stage 3 MLA. 

Proposition 4: The EAA is invalid or must be refused 

28. The EAA is invalid (or, in the alternative, must be refused) because it applies for 

approval for mining activities on the Stage 1 and 2 ML Areas that are not authorised 

by existing mining leases and where no application has been made or proposed 

under the MRA to authorise those activities. 
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Proposition 5: The Court has power to amend the grounds of objection and to 

consider the jurisdictional questions raised in these submissions 

29. The Court has power and jurisdiction to grant leave to amend the grounds of an 

objection during an objection hearing under the EPA13 and to grant the declarations 

sought.14 

30. For the reasons already given, independent of any objection, the Court has 

jurisdiction to consider its own jurisdiction (ie the boundaries of its authority), 

which turns upon the proper construction of the amendment application.  

Proposition 6: The preliminary issues raised by the OCAA, and any consequential 

declarations, have utility 

31. The declarations sought have utility in resolving the objections hearing to the EAA 

(or, in the alternative can be addressed as findings of the Court in its objections 

decision) because: 

a) The scope of the amendment application is a jurisdictional question that the 

Court must determine before it can determine the objections decision;  

b) NAC relies on the purported grants of the stage 1 and 2 MLs to authorise 

future mining activities for stage 3 of the mine sought to be approved in the 

EAA, including the ongoing use of the CHPP on the stage 1 ML Area and 

mining of part of Willeroo Pit on the stage 2 ML; and 

c) Whether NAC’s mining of West Pit and extension of South Pit were lawful 

is relevant to consider in deciding whether or not to recommend both the 

grant of the MLs for stage 3 and the EAA, including when considering 

NAC’s past performance. 

DECLARATION 1 

32. Declaration 1 seeks to confirm the scope of the EAA. It is axiomatic that the scope 

of an amendment to an approval can only be determined once the scope of the 

existing approval is determined.  

 

13 EPA, s 188(1). Contrast MRA, s 268(3). 
14 Pursuant to the Land Court Act, s 100, as currently in force and ss 7A(2)(a) and (c), 52B(1)(c) of the Land Court Act 
in force as if the Justices and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2020 had not been enacted. 
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33. This matter is: 

a) central to the Court’s jurisdiction; and  

b) required to be determined as a matter of procedural fairness for objectors to 

know what activities are being assessed in the objections decision hearing 

under the EPA.  

34. During the 2018 rehearing in the Land Court before Kingham P, NAC had 

submitted that West Pit was a lawful part of stage 2 and, therefore, the Land Court 

had no jurisdiction to consider it.15 Kingham P rejected this and considered it as 

part of the stage 3 application. Kingham P also rejected NAC’s attempt to change 

the approved map to show West Pit extending to the whole of the southwest corner 

of the stage 2 mining lease.16 Her Honour explained the changes in mapping 

defining stage 3, including in the CG Report.17 While not ruling on the legality of 

West Pit directly,18 Kingham P rejected NAC’s submission that West Pit was not 

part of the stage 3 application.19 Kingham also did not determine whether mining 

of West Pit “is unlawful under the existing EA” given “what occurred at the original 

hearing and the scope of the remitted hearing”.20  

35. The High Court found Kingham P’s 2018 decision was a legal nullity and, therefore, 

it is not binding on the parties or the Court in the rehearing.21 The question of the 

extent of activities the subject of the EAA, therefore, needs to be determined anew. 

That question necessarily also involved deciding the scope of the current EA, and 

in particular whether or not the mining of West Pit is authorised by the existing EA.  

36. NAC’s EAA was applied for and is being assessed as a “major amendment” 

pursuant to Ch 5, Pt 7 of the EPA. Applying s 235 of that Part with necessary 

changes, the Court should consider the criteria in s 191 “only … to the extent they 

relate to the proposed amendment.”  

 

15 NAC v Ashman & Ors (No 7) [2018] QLC 41 (Kingham P) at [132]. 
16 NAC v Ashman & Ors (No 7) [2018] QLC 41 (Kingham P) at [144]-[145] and [216]-[221]. 
17 See NAC v Ashman & Ors (No 7) [2018] QLC 41 (Kingham P) at [139]-[145].  
18 NAC v Ashman & Ors (No 7) [2018] QLC 41 (Kingham P) at [146]. 
19 NAC v Ashman & Ors (No 7) [2018] QLC 41 (Kingham P) at [176]. 
20 NAC v Ashman & Ors (No 7) [2018] QLC 41 (Kingham P) at [146]. 
21 OCAA v NAC [2021] HCA 2. 

https://www.sclqld.org.au/caselaw/QLC/2018/41
https://www.sclqld.org.au/caselaw/QLC/2018/41
https://www.sclqld.org.au/caselaw/QLC/2018/41
https://www.sclqld.org.au/caselaw/QLC/2018/41
https://www.sclqld.org.au/caselaw/QLC/2018/41
https://www.sclqld.org.au/caselaw/QLC/2018/41
http://eresources.hcourt.gov.au/showCase/2021/HCA/2
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37. It is clear from the application materials before the Court that the proposed 

amendment the subject of the EAA relates to integrated mining activities across all 

four MLs.  

38. NAC’s EAA, made 13 April 2015, described the tenures that the application related 

to as all four MLs:22 

 

39. The EAA also included “Attachment 1 – Map of New Acland Coal Mine Stage 3 

Expansion” showing the application area, which showed the application relating to 

all four MLs, including:23 

a) two mining pits (Manning Vale East Pit and Willeroo Pit) spanning both the 

stage 3 mining lease application (MLA50232) and the stage 2 ML 

(ML50216);  

b) a CHPP precinct on the stage 1 ML (ML50170) (shown as a blue shape but 

not specifically identified in the key, though identified in other, similar 

maps24); and 

c) an internal haulage road to link the CHPP and Material Handling Facility on 

ML50170 and ML50216 to the rail loop in the southwest corner of 

MLA50232.    

40. Similarly, the Coordinator-General’s Report (CG Report) described the project by 

reference to all four MLs, including upgrade and ongoing operation of the existing 

CHPP on the stage 1 ML (ML 50216) and a number of activities on the stage 2 ML 

(ML 50216):25 

 

22 See Exh 3, EHP.0003, soft page 36. 
23 See Exh 2; EHP.0002. 
24 e.g. Figure 2-4 in Exh 20 (EHP.0020), soft page 25.  
25 Exh 16; EHP.0016, soft pages 12-14. 
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      … 

 

41. Figure 2.1 of the CG Report was reproduced above in the Application Figure 

(Figure 2), which indicates that part of the Manning Vale East Pit and Willeroo Pit 

are proposed on the stage 2 ML. 

42. The draft EA proposed by both NAC and the Statutory Party also describe the 

location of the environmentally relevant activities for the amended EA by reference 

to all four MLs, as follows:26 

 

26 See NAC’s draft EA, filed on 15/2/21, p 1, and the Statutory Party’s draft EA exhibited as JMC-09 to the affidavit 
of Juliana Clare McCosker, affirmed and filed 10/3/21, p 312. This remains the same as the previous draft EA 
considered by Kingham P (see Exh 9; EHP.0009, soft page 1). 
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43. It is clear that the EAA involved and involves an integrated activity spanning all 4 

MLs, including stage 1, 2 & 3 MLs for mine pits, transport to CHPP & Material 

Handling Facility, transport to the rail spur, and the rail spur itself on the stage 4 

ML. 

44. As a consequence, the Court can and must consider and recommend conditions 

applying to new or changed mining activities on ML 50170 (originally the stage 1 

ML but also used for stage 2 and 3) and ML 50216 (originally the stage 2 ML but 

also used in stage 3). To conclude otherwise would be both factually and legally 

wrong. 

45. Were the Court to exclude the activities on stage 1 and 2 MLs (ML50170 & 

ML50216) from consideration, it would be an error of law as a misapprehension of 

the Court’s function and power. 

46. The Court has jurisdiction to make the first declaration sought in the Declarations 

Application or, alternatively, to make a finding of fact to resolve this issue as an 

incidental aspect of determining the nature of the activities subject of the objections 

decision hearing for the EAA under the EPA.   

47. If this issue is resolved at a preliminary stage, a declaration has utility to confirm 

and clarify the nature and extent of the mining activities the subject of the EAA for 

the objections decision hearing under the EPA. It would also provide an important 

aspect of procedural fairness to OCAA by allowing it to know the activities the 

subject of the EAA.  

DECLARATION 2 

48. Declaration 2 seeks to confirm that the EAA cannot authorise or impose conditions 

on mining activities unless those mining activities are themselves authorised under 

the MRA.  

49. Declaration 2 is foundational to declarations 3-5 and could be addressed as a finding 

of the Court rather than making a formal declaration. 
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DECLARATION 3 

50. Declaration 3 is that no valid mining lease was granted for stage 1 or 2 of the mine 

as no mining lease was granted stating the conditions it would be subject to, contrary 

to section 276 of the MRA in force at the time the mining leases were purportedly 

granted. 

51. On 25 February 2021 OCAA sought from NAC copies of the MLs for stage 1 and 

2 and “any applications” NAC alleged authorised the mining of West Pit.27  

52. NAC’s solicitor replied on 4 March 2021 refusing to provide copies of the MLs and 

stating, relevantly, “… the existing MLs do not contain any conditions that prevent 

mining (as defined in the MRA) within the area of the Existing MLs.”28 

53. OCAA’s solicitor has not been able to obtain copies of the stage 1 and 2 MLs from 

publicly available records. OCCA’s solicitor has been able to obtain a “resource 

authority public report” for each ML, which did not attach conditions.29   

54. The question of whether invalidity arises if a lease cannot be produced was raised 

in Shaw but not determined due to the way the parties choose to proceed.30 

Nevertheless, his Honour Thomas JA (with whom Davies JA and Cullinane J 

agreed) adverted to the possibility of that outcome, noting that it was a “a matter 

that the Shaws might of course establish on a subsequent occasion.” 31 

55. Here, there is no evidence before the Court of a valid decision to grant the relevant 

leases. Hence, in the absence of NAC providing the stage 1 and 2 MLs, the Court 

should infer that NAC was not granted a valid ML for stages 1 and 2.  

56. There is no document in evidence that states the conditions that the leases would 

be subject to, contrary to section 276 of the MRA in force at the time the mining 

leases were purportedly granted. 

57. In Shaw, the Court of Appeal found that the consequence of not imposing a 

mandatory condition on a lease was invalidity. The same conclusion ought be drawn 

 

27 The correspondence is SPR-5 (pp 14-18) to the affidavit of Sean Patrick Ryan, affirmed and filed 9/3/2021. 
28 See SPR-6 (pp 19-20) to the affidavit of Sean Patrick Ryan, affirmed and filed 9/3/2021. 
29 See the affidavit of Sean Patrick Ryan (16/4/2021). 
30 Queensland Coal Pty Ltd v Shaw [2002] 2 Qd R 288; [2001] QCA 463 (Shaw) at [11]. 
31 Queensland Coal Pty Ltd v Shaw [2002] 2 Qd R 288; [2001] QCA 463 (Shaw) at [11]. 
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by this Court in circumstances where it is plain as a matter of statutory construction 

that the conditions specified in section 276 of the MRA are mandatory conditions.32  

DECLARATION 4  

58. Declaration 4 concerns the scope of the current Stage 1 and Stage 2 MLs (if they 

exist) and the scope of the existing EA, in particular whether they authorise: 

a) the mining of “West Pit”, which the applicant has mined on the stage 2 

mining lease since 2016; and  

b) the extension of South Pit beneath Bottle Tree Hill that the applicant mined 

in 2018-2019.  

59. It is convenient to deal with the scope of the existing EA first.  

The scope of the existing EA 

Construing the EPA 

60. An EA is a statutory instrument under the EPA and, therefore, must be interpreted 

in accordance with the Statutory Instruments Act 1992 and the Acts Interpretation Act 

1954 (AIA).33 Therefore: 

a) the interpretation of the EA is to be preferred that best achieves the 

purposes of the EPA, including the protection of the environment and 

surrounding landowners; and 

b) regard may be had to extrinsic material, such as the application documents 

and public notification of the application where there is ambiguity about the 

extent of mining activities authorised by the grant of an EA or to explain the 

nature of the site so that the approval can be understood.  

61. Turning to the text of the EPA, when stage 2 of the mine was applied for and 

approved in 2004-2006: 

a) section 3 of the EPA provided that its objects were to protect Queensland’s 

environment while allowing for ecologically sustainable development; and 

 

32 See also Forrest & Forrest Pty Ltd v Wilson (2017) 262 CLR 510 (Forest) at 529 [64]. 
33 Statutory Instruments Act 1992, ss 6, 7(2)(c), 7(3), 14 and Sch 1; and AIA, ss 14A(1), 14B(1) and 35C. Note the 
application of this approach for interpreting an EA under the EPA in Swan v Santos GLNG Pty Ltd & Ors [2017] 
QPEC 2 at [138]-[139] (Robertson DCJ). 

http://www.sclqld.org.au/caselaw/QPEC/2017/002
http://www.sclqld.org.au/caselaw/QPEC/2017/002
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b) section 4 of the EPA provided the objects of the Act were to be achieved 

through a cyclical process that included “integrating environmental values 

into land use planning and management of natural resources”. 

62. Ch 3 of the EPA provided for an EIS process of mining activities (which stage 2 of 

the mine underwent in 2004-2006): 

a) requiring an application to include, amongst other things, a written 

description of the project (s 41); 

b) requiring public notice of the terms of reference for the EIS (s 43); 

c) requiring public notification of the EIS (s 51) in an approved form 

describing the project and the operational land (s 52);  

d) allowing any person to make a submission within the submission period 

(s 54); and  

e) allowing public access to the EIS (s 65). 

63. Ch 5 provided for EAs for mining activities and other activities in which: 

a) sections 146-147 provided that an EA for a mining activity was limited to 

the mining activities authorised under the MRA; 

b) sections 211-213 provided for public notice of an application;  

c) section 212 provided that the public notice must include “a description of 

each relevant mining activity” and “the land on which the mining activities 

are to be carried out”;  

d) section 216 provided that any person could object to “the application” and 

have their objection heard in the then LRT; and  

e) at the end of the application process, sections 225-226 provided that the 

Minister could grant or refuse “the application” subject to conditions.  

64. Ch 6 provided a range of offences, including offences relating to environmental 

harm in which: 

a) section 436 defined “unlawful environmental harm” as, relevantly, an act or 

omission that causes serious or material environmental harm that is not 

authorised under an environmental authority;  

b) section 437 created an offence for causing serious environmental harm; and 
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c) section 438 created an offence for causing material environmental harm. 

65. The provisions of the EPA have remained materially the same since 2006 but the 

numbering of the provisions has changed substantially.  

66. It would be totally inimical to the objects of the EPA and the statutory scheme 

requiring public notification and objection rights if, either by mistake or intention, 

an EA could be granted for mining activities that were substantially different from, 

and of greater impact when compared to, the activities applied for and publicly 

advertised.  

67. To construe an EA as authorising activities that fall outside the “four corners” of 

the application: 

a) would be contrary to the line of cases referred to in QGC (Infrastructure) Pty 

Limited v Chief Executive Department of Environment & Heritage Protection [2016] 

QLC 27 (QGC) at [182]-[185] to the effect that a “consent granted, can of 

course, be no wider than the application to which it relates”;34  

b) would not protect landowners affected by a mine from the potentially drastic 

effects of mining;35  

c) would undermine the efficacy of the public notification and objection 

process in the EPA;  

d) would be contrary to procedural fairness for landowners and others affected 

by a mine who are entitled to rely on the nature of the proposed mining 

activities publicly notified during the objection period in deciding whether 

to object to the proposed mine or not, and what grounds of objection to 

raise, if any;36 

e) would be contrary to the well established proposition that, where a proposal 

is subject to public notification and objection rights, an approval and the 

 

34 Sericott Pty Ltd v Snowy River Shire Council (1999) 108 LGERA 66 at [46] (Beazley JA, with whom Handley JA agreed); 
Weston Aluminium Pty Ltd v EPA (NSW) [2007] HCA 50; (2007) 239 ALR 641; 82 ALJR 74; 156 LGERA 283 (Weston) 
at [14]-[17] (Gleeson CJ, Gummow, Hayne, Heydon and Crennan JJ); Hunter Industrial v Dungog Shire Council (2019) 101 
NSWLR 1 at [298] (Preston CJ). 
35 Queensland Coal Pty Ltd v Shaw [2002] 2 Qd R 288 at 292 [15] (Thomas JA); and Forrest & Forrest Pty Ltd v Wilson 
(2017) 262 CLR 510 at 535 [85] (Kiefel CJ, Bell, Gageler and Keane JJ).  
36 Procedural fairness is central to the implied conditions for the grant of valid MLs and EAs following the objection 
processes under the MRA and EPA: OCAA v NAC [2021] HCA 2 at [57].  

https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1201008&crid=a127f9a6-f781-4ce3-abb7-bf27d0d41a1f&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases-au%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A58YS-H2W1-JB7K-200R-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=267689&pdteaserkey=cr2&pdicsfeatureid=1517127&pditab=allpods&ecomp=tyttk&earg=cr2&prid=823a3bf6-b2db-4989-9804-83ca2c46f7bf
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conditions imposed on it may allow modification of a proposal but not 

“significantly alter” it37 or make a “transformation” of it into a different 

proposal.38  

68. In summary, as matter of statutory construction: 

a) the power to approve an EA is limited to what was applied for and an 

approval cannot significantly alter the activity that is (lawfully) approved;  

b) it is permissible to refer to any document referred to in the EA to interpret 

its meaning; and 

c) if what was approved by an EA is ambiguous, it is permissible to refer to the 

application documents as “extrinsic material” to identify what was 

approved.39  

69. In relation to the final point, the application material is generally only able to be 

referred to if it is incorporated into the approval expressly or by necessary 

implication, or to explain the nature of the site so that the approval can be 

understood.40 If that principle were applied here, reference to the application 

documents is necessary due to the ambiguity of the stage 2 EA and to determine 

the extent of environmental harm that is authorised by it due to the mining of open-

cut mine pits (the environmental harm of which is not specifically authorised by the 

stage 2 EA but must be, by necessary implication, authorised at least to the extent 

applied for) 

70. Further, a decisions of the NSW Court of Appeal is of specific relevance in 

considering an approval for resource extraction in circumstances where the 

 

37 Mison v Randwick Municipal Council (1991) 23 NSWLR 734 at 737-738 (Priestley JA with whom Clarke and Meagher 
JJA agreed) (Mison). This comparative exercise is not to be undertaken in some kind of sterile vacuum but requires 
the proper context (including the circumstances in which the development consent was granted): Moto Projects (No 2) 
Pty Ltd v North Sydney Council [1999] NSWLEC 280; 106 LGERA 298, 309-310 [55]-[67] (Bignold J); Tarkine National 
Coalition Inc v Schaap [2014] TASSC 66 at [51]-[52] (Estcourt J).  
38 Addicoat v Fox (No 2) [1979] VR 347 at 363-368 (Brooking J) (Addicoat). 
39 Pursuant to the Statutory Instruments Act 1992, ss 6, 7(2)(c), 7(3), 14 and Sch 1; and AIA, ss 14A(1), 14B(1) and 35C. 
40 Brisville PL v BCC [2007] QPELR 637 at [8]-[9] (Rackemann DCJ); Transpacific Industries Group v Ipswich CC [2012] 
QPEC 069; (2013) QPELR 70 at [11]-[16] (Robin QC, DCJ); Fraser Coast RC v Walter Elliott Holdings Pty Ltd [2017] 1 
Qd R 13 at [42]-[45] per  Margaret McMurdo P (with whom Atkinson J agreed) 
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approval does not specifically delineate the “pit”: Allandale Blue Metal Pty Ltd v Roads 

and Maritime Services [2013] NSWCA 103; 195 LGERA 182 (Allandale).41    

71. Allandale involved a dispute over the extent of a development consent grant in 1979 

under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW) (EPA Act) or the 

earlier regime under the Local Government Act 1919 (NSW). The consent did not 

attach a map specifying the boundaries of the quarry pit. The quarry owner argued 

that the consent authorised quarrying on any part of two portions of land, totalling 

200ha and that it did not limit quarrying to a 40ha area specified in a document 

submitted as part of the application process. A majority of the NSW Court of 

Appeal rejected this argument. Ward JA (with whom Meagher JA agreed, Macfarlan 

JA dissenting) held, at [189] (see also, [190]-[200]): 

[189] A review of the consent conditions in my view leads to the conclusion 
that approval was being given for a quarry (or the quarrying operations) to be 
at a specific location (in particular, conditions (1) and (8) but also the various 
references to “the quarry”). The inability to discern, from the consent alone 
where that location was to be, gives rise to an uncertainty warranting reference 
to the development application and accompanying documents for the limited 
purpose of establishing what was the location (and hence the size) of the 
quarry for which approval was being given. At the very least, the room for 
uncertainty as to whether the consent was relatively free-ranging or limited to 
a particular location is one that would permit reference to extraneous 
documents.  

72. Hunter Industrial v Dungog Shire Council (2019) 101 NSWLR 1 (Hunter Industrial) 

also concerned a dispute over the extent of a development consent for a quarry 

granted under the EPA Act. The NSW Court of Appeal unanimously held the 

consent could be construed by reference to the application documents and, thereby, 

limited to a quarry primarily for the purpose of winning material for railway ballast. 

Basten JA (with whom Gleeson JA agreed) said at [57]-[64]: 

[57] With respect to the development application, not only can there be no 
objection in principle to referring to it in order to understand the scope of the 
development to which consent was granted, but it will be commonly be the 
case that such reference is available. Nor is it necessary to find ambiguity or 
uncertainty in the terms of the consent before having reference to the 
development application. … 

 

41 See also Bunderra Holdings Pty ltd v Pasminco Cockle Creek Smelter Pty Ltd [2017] NSWCA 263; (2017) 226 LGERA 54 
at [16]-[24], [29] (McColl JA), [56], [63]-[64], [72] (Leeming JA), and [158] (Payne JA).   
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[59] Accordingly, it should generally be permissible to have regard to the 
development application for the purpose of determining the scope and nature 
of the proposed development for which consent was sought, if that is in issue. 
… 

[64] So far as the EIS is concerned, if it were necessary to determine the issue, 
the proper finding is that it is incorporated into the development application 
to the extent that it provides a full description of the proposed development. To 
that extent only, the statement is expressly incorporated into the development 
application. In reaching that conclusion, it is significant that an environmental 
impact statement is not a private document available only to the applicant and 
the consent authority, but a document prepared for the purposes of public 
notification and possibly a public inquiry.  

73. Preston CJ gave a separate judgment in which he concurred with the result and 

stated at [296]-[298]: 

[296] A development application seeks consent to carry out the particular 
development described in the application. A development application is 
determined by the granting or refusing of consent to that application. A 
development consent is therefore the determination of a development 
application by the grant of consent to the development for which consent was 
sought in that development application. A purported exercise of the power to 
grant development consent will not be valid unless it constitutes “the granting 
of consent to that application” (the words of the former s 91(1)(a)) or 
“granting consent to the application” (the words of the current s 4.16(1)(a)): 
see Winn v Director General of National Parks and Wildlife (2001) 130 LGERA 
508; [2001] NSWCA 17 at [13] and Mison v Randwick Municipal Council (1991) 
23 NSWLR 734 at 737. As Basten JA framed the proposition, “that to which 
the consent is given must accord with that for which application had been 
made”: GPT Re Ltd v Belmorgan Property Development Pty Ltd (2008) 72 NSWLR 
647; [2008] NSWCA 256 at [44].  

[297] The High Court held in Weston Aluminium Pty Ltd v Environment Protection 
Authority (2007) 82 ALJR 74; [2007] HCA 50 at [14]:  

“A development consent thus hinged about the application made by the party 
seeking consent. It was the application that marked out the boundaries of the 
consent sought.”  

[298] Development consent cannot be granted for development of a nature 
different to or to an extent or with other features greater than the 
development for which consent was sought in the application. As this Court 
noted in Sericott v Snowy River Shire Council (1999) 108 LGERA 66; [1999] 
NSWCA 480 at [46], a development consent can “be no wider than the 
application to which it relates.”  

Extent of mining activities applied for in stage 2 

74. The application process for the stage 2 EA is summarised in Appendix 1.  
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75. Figure 1 on p 6 provides the map included in the stage 2 EIS identifying the areas 

of the three pits for which approval was sought (North Pit, South Pit and Centre 

Pit). 

a) The stage 2 EIS: 

i) made no mention of West Pit or any mine pits in the southwest 

corner of the stage 2 ML near the town of Acland; and 

ii) nor did it identify South Pit as extending to mining beneath Bottle 

Tree Hill.  

Construing the extent of activities authorized by the stage 2 EA  

76. The EA is ambiguous as it does not include a condition that delineates the extent 

of the mining activities authorised by the approval by reference to a plan and 

therefore does not clearly state where the “environmental harm” caused by 

construction of mine pits is permitted.  

77. The most recent version of the stage 2 EA for the mine was signed on 15 July 

2015.42  

78. The covering page of the stage 2 EA lists the “location details” for the 

environmentally relevant activity (ERA) for mining by reference to ML50170 and 

ML50216: 

 

79. The EA also states on its covering page: 

 

80. There is no condition in the stage 2 EA expressly stating or delimiting the area in 

which environmental harm associated with the construction of any mining pits is 

 

42 Exhibit 15; EHP.0015. 
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authorised (e.g. by damaging environmental values associated with vegetation and 

fauna on the site, digging the mining pits, and interfering with groundwater).  

81. Conditions E1 and E2 of the stage 2 EA provide some limits on disturbance by 

reference to Map 2 – Schedule K but do not specifically authorise environmental 

harm associated with any mining pits. These conditions provide: 

 

82. Map 1 (Surface water monitoring points) of Schedule K to the stage 2 EA is 

extracted in Figure 5 below. The legibility of the version in evidence is quite poor 

but is just possible to identify the words “Central Pit” and “South Pit” in red letters 

on it and also to see parts of the pink/red lines that delineate the pits.  

83. It is possible to see the pink/red delineation of the pits more clearly by reference to 

the plan (Figure 6. below) that was the basis of Map 1.43 It shows the boundaries of 

Central Pit and South Pit in pink but no West Pit. 

84. Map 2 of Schedule K in the stage 2 EA (Figure 7) clearly shows South Pit and no 

“West Pit”.  

85. The mine pit boundaries shown in Map 1 and Map 2 of Schedule K reflect the mine 

footprint approved by the stage 2 EA.  

86. The maps attached to the stage 2 EA showing the mine pits implicitly define the 

area of mine pits authorised under it, notwithstanding they are not referred to in the 

EA for that purpose. To the extent that there is ambiguity, then reference can be 

made to application material.  

87. In addition to Maps 1 and 2 of the stage 2 EA, Condition E19(b) impliedly limits 

the mine footprint to what NAC applied for, and was assessed and approved in 

2005-2006. That condition states “residual voids must comply with Schedule E – 

 

43 Map 1 of Schedule K was taken from the stage 2 EIS in January 2006. The EIS was tendered in evidence in the 
Land Court: Exhibits 1130 (Doc TMP.0911) – 1152 (Doc TMP.0933) The map comes from Figure 4-16, p 4-14, in 
Ch 4 (Water Resources) of the EIS: Exhibit 1135 (Doc TMP.0916). The same map is also included in Appendix A 
to the Draft Environmental Management Plan, which was Ch 16 of the stage 2 EIS. 
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Table 3” and that table refers only to the “Central Pit/South Pit Void” and the 

location of these pits is shown in Map 1 (Surface water monitoring points) and Map 

2 (Lagoon Creek, buffer and levee) in Sch K – Maps of the Stage 2 EA. 

 

Figure 5: Map 1 (Surface water monitoring points) in Sch K of the stage 2 EA 

showing Central Pit and South Pit but no indication of West Pit 
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Figure 6: Figure 4-16 (Surface water monitoring locations) from stage 2 EIS 

in 2006, which became Map 1 in the stage 2 EA 44 

 

Figure 7: Map 2 (Lagoon Creek, buffer and levee) in Schedule K of the stage 

2 EA showing the boundaries of Central Pit and South Pit 

 

44 Exhibit 1135 (TMP.0916), p 4-14.  



 

88. The application documents for the stage 2 EA (as set out in Appendix 1) confirm 

that consent was only given for the North Pit, South Pit and Centre Pit. 

89. In summary, the Court should conclude that the stage 2 EA: 

a) authorised the mining, transport and processing of coal from the mining 

pits identified in the applications for those stages only, namely the three 

pits identified as North Pit, South Pit and Centre Pit shown in Figure 1; 

and 

b) did not authorise the mining, transport and processing of coal from: 

i) “West Pit”, which the applicant has mined on the stage 2 mining 

lease since 2016; or 

ii) the extension of South Pit beneath Bottle Tree Hill that the 

applicant mined in 2018-2019. 

The scope of the existing MLs 

90. If the Court accepts the proposition that mining leases were validly granted, and 

sets about the process of construing the leases in the absence of production of 

the lease document, the Court should make a finding that the mining leases only 

authorise the mining of coal from the three mine pits applied for (North Pit, 

South Pit and Centre Pit), the processing of coal from those pits at the CHPP 

and incidental, related activities. 

91. The validity and scope of the MLs are matters that must be determined by the 

Court because: 

a) Properly construed, the EAA is an application to extend mining activities 

in the Stage 1 and 2 ML Areas; 

b) A mining company must be able to show they are a competent applicant 

to pursue the application, including an existing lawful ML where it applies 

to extend mining activities on that lease;45 and 

 

45 Queensland Coal Pty Ltd v Shaw [2002] 2 Qd R 288 at 294 [25] (Thomas JA). 
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c) The function and jurisdiction of the Court under the EPA is limited to 

considering the matters identified in s 191 in so far as they relate to 

activities which the applicant would be entitled to carry out under the MRA or 

the proposed ML.46 

92. The MLs are statutory instruments purportedly granted under the MRA and, as 

such, should be construed according to ordinary principles of construction.  

93. In 2001 when the ML for stage 1 (ML 50170) was purportedly granted and in 

2006 when the mining lease for stage 2 (ML 50216) was assessed and purportedly 

granted Pt 7, relevantly ss 232-276, of the MRA provided the application process 

and general conditions for a ML. The relevant provisions are as follows.  

94. The MRA included within its principal objectives to “ensure an appropriate 

financial return to the State from mining” as well as to “encourage environmental 

responsibility” and “encourage responsible land care management” in mining.47 

95. In particular, at all times relevant to the grant of the stage 1 and 2 MLs for the 

mine, Pt 7 the MRA provided a statutory framework: 

a) authorising the grant of a ML for specified “purposes”, including mining 

specified in the ML, under s 234 (originally the grant was by the Governor 

in Council and later by the Minister administering the Act); 

b) allowing an application for the grant of a ML to be made under s 245; 

c) requiring an application for a ML to be accompanied by “statement 

outlining the mining program proposed [and] its method of operation”;48 

 

46 NAC v Smith & Ors [2018] QSC 88 at [48], [65] and [67] (Bowskill J); OCAA v NAC (No 1) (2019) 2 QR 271 
at [110]-[111] (Sofronoff P with whom Philippides JA and Burns J agreed). 
47 MRA, s 2, as summarised in OCAA v NAC [2021] HCA 2 at [52] per Kiefel CJ, Bell, Gageler and Keane JJ. 
48 MRA, s 245(1)(o)(iii)(A). Note: s 245(1A) stated this outline was not required if the application included a 
proposed development plan complying with Part 7AA, ss 318DP-318DT. That alternative also required the 
proposed plan to provide “an overview of the activities proposed to be carried out under the proposed ML” and 
“the nature and extent of activities proposed to be carried out under the proposed ML” and maps showing these 
matters: s 318DT(1). 

https://www.sclqld.org.au/caselaw/QSC/2018/088
https://www.sclqld.org.au/caselaw/QSC/2018/088
http://eresources.hcourt.gov.au/showCase/2021/HCA/2
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d) requiring satisfaction of the mining registrar that the requirements of the 

MRA have been complied with before a certificate of application was 

issued under s 252 allowing “the application” to proceed; 

e) providing public notification under s 252B;  

f) providing objection rights for all ML applications on or before the last 

objection day for “the application” under s 260; 

g) providing mandatory conditions for MLs and a power to impose other 

conditions in s 276 and related sections (e.g. s 318DR making compliance 

with a development plan a condition of a ML); and 

h) the mine was required to have a development plan for up to 5 years giving 

detailed information about the nature and extent of activities to be carried 

out “under the lease” under ss 318DP-318EI of the MRA.   

96. A ML is a statutory instrument under the MRA and, therefore, must be 

interpreted in accordance with the Statutory Instruments Act 1992 and the AIA.49 

Therefore: 

a) the interpretation of the ML is to be preferred that best achieves the 

purposes of the MRA, including the protection of the environment and 

surrounding landowners; and 

b) regard may be had to extrinsic material, such as the application documents 

and public notification of the mining lease application where there is 

ambiguity about the extent of mining activities authorised by the grant of 

a ML. 

97. Applying normal principles of statutory construction, two points are particularly 

relevant to the declarations sought in the Declarations Application concerning 

the stage 1 and 2 MLs:50 

 

49 Statutory Instruments Act 1992, ss 6, 7(2)(c), 7(3), 14 and Sch 1; and AIA, ss 14A(1), 14B(1) and 35C. Note the 
application of this approach for interpreting an EA under the EPA in Swan v Santos GLNG Pty Ltd & Ors [2017] 
QPEC 2 at [138]-[139] (Robertson DCJ). 
50 Having regard to the principles stated in OCAA v NAC [2021] HCA 2 at [57] and Forest & Forest Pty Ltd v Wilson 
(2017) 262 CLR 510 at 514-515 [2], [7], and 519 [64].   

http://www.sclqld.org.au/caselaw/QPEC/2017/002
http://www.sclqld.org.au/caselaw/QPEC/2017/002
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a) First, a ML granted under the MRA cannot authorise mining activities that 

were not applied for or the subject of “the application” assessed and 

publicly advertised under the detailed statutory framework created by the 

Act and validly approved in accordance with the Act.   

b) Second, while many conditions imposed by s 276 of the MRA (and other 

provisions imposing conditions such as s 318DQ making it a condition 

of the ML to comply with a development plan for a coal mine) operate 

automatically by force of law, numerous conditions do not operate 

automatically, or could be varied by the Governor in Council in granting 

the ML (and, now, the Minister) (e.g. under s 276 (1)(n), (2) and (4)). 

Given that at least some of the conditions of a ML can be determined or 

imposed for individual mines, s 276 of the MRA requires the grant of any 

ML to identify the determined or imposed conditions that apply to the 

individual ML.  

98. Kiefel CJ, Bell, Gageler and Keane JJ emphasised the importance of following 

the statutory requirements for the grant of exclusive rights to exploit the 

resources of a State in Forest & Forest Pty Ltd v Wilson (2017) 262 CLR 510 at 529 

[64]-[65] and stated, at [65]: 

… the public interest is not well served by allowing non-compliance with a 
legislative regime to be overlooked or excused by the officers of the 
executive government charged with its administration. To permit such a 
state of affairs might imperil the honest and efficient enforcement of the 
statutory regime, by allowing scope for dealings between miners and 
officers of the executive government in relation to the relaxation of the 
requirements of the legislation. One can be confident that such a state of 
affairs was not intended by the Act. 

 

99. Kiefel CJ, Bell, Gageler and Keane JJ went on in that case to observe:51 

… where non-observance of a condition bearing upon the exercise of a 
statutory power would work to the material disadvantage of individuals for 
whose protection the condition exists, considerations of justice and 
convenience tell strongly in favour of holding invalid acts done in neglect 
of the condition. 

 

51 Forrest & Forrest Pty Ltd v Wilson (2017) 262 CLR 510 at 535 [85] (footnote omitted). 
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100. It follows that, where a mining lease cannot be produced (and assuming the 

Court does not find it invalid), then the benefit of the doubt should be resolved 

in favour of the individuals “for whose protection the [objection process and the 

power to impose conditions]” exists.   

101. It would be inimical to the purposes of the MRA52 and the statutory scheme 

requiring public notification and objection rights if, as a result of the lease not 

being found, the holder of the lease could avoid the requirement to comply with 

any special conditions that may have been imposed on the lease by the grant.  

102. Such an approach: 

a) would not protect landowners affected by a mine from the potentially 

drastic effects of mining;53  

b) would totally undermine the efficacy of the public notification and 

objection process in the MRA;  

c) would be contrary to procedural fairness for landowners and others 

affected by a mine who are entitled to rely on the nature of the proposed 

mining activities publicly notified during the objection period in deciding 

whether to object to the proposed mine or not, and what grounds of 

objection to raise, if any;54 

d) would be contrary to the approach taken even under planning laws that 

where a planning application is subject to public notification and 

objection rights, an approval and the conditions imposed on it may allow 

 

52 Stated in MRA, s 2. 
53 Queensland Coal Pty Ltd v Shaw [2002] 2 Qd R 288 at 292 [15] (Thomas JA); and Forrest & Forrest Pty Ltd v Wilson 
(2017) 262 CLR 510 at 535 [85] (Kiefel CJ, Bell, Gageler and Keane JJ).  
54 Procedural fairness is central to the implied conditions for the grant of valid MLs and EAs following the 
objection processes under the MRA and EPA: OCAA v NAC [2021] HCA 2 at [57].  
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modification of a proposal but not “significantly alter” it55 or make a 

“transformation” of it into a different proposal.56  

103. As set out in Appendix 1, the application for the MLs for stage 1 and 2 only 

sought approval to mine three pits (North Pit, South Pit and Centre Pit). They 

were assessed on that basis. It is reasonable to conclude that conditions may have 

been imposed that, inter alia, described the type of mine that was being applied 

for (eg open cut v underground) and limited the mining to the pits assessed as 

part of the application.  

104. For these reasons, the purported grants of the stage 1 and 2 MLs did not 

authorise the mining, transport and processing of coal from: 

a) “West Pit”, which the applicant has mined on the stage 2 mining lease 

since 2016; or 

b) the extension of South Pit beneath Bottle Tree Hill that the applicant 

mined in 2018-2019. 

DECLARATION 5 

105. Declaration 5 is that the application to amend the environmental authority under 

the EPA for stage 3 of the mine is invalid as it seeks to authorise activities on the 

stage 1 and 2 mining leases that are not authorised under the MRA and for which 

no application has been made under the MRA.  

106. This declaration is a corollary of Declarations 2 and 3. 

DECLARATION 6 

107. Declaration 6 is that the EAA is invalid to the extent it seeks to authorise mining 

activities on that the stage 1 and 2 MLs that have already been undertaken by 

NAC in mining and processing coal from: 

 

55 Mison v Randwick Municipal Council (1991) 23 NSWLR 734 at 737-738 (Priestley JA with whom Clarke and 
Meagher JJA agreed) (Mison). This comparative exercise is not to be undertaken in some kind of sterile vacuum 
but requires the proper context (including the circumstances in which the development consent was granted): Moto 
Projects (No 2) Pty Ltd v North Sydney Council [1999] NSWLEC 280; 106 LGERA 298, 309-310 [55]-[67] (Bignold J); 
Tarkine National Coalition Inc v Schaap [2014] TASSC 66 at [51]-[52] (Estcourt J).  
56 Addicoat v Fox (No 2) [1979] VR 347 at 363-368 (Brooking J) (Addicoat). 
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a) West Pit since 2016; and 

b) the extension of South Pit beneath Bottle Tree Hill in 2018-2019. 

108. While the declaration as to invalidity is not pursued at this time, the Court is 

asked to determine as a matter incidental to its jurisdiction, and as relevant to the 

question of past performance whether mining in West Pit and the extension of 

South Pit beneath Bottle Tree Hill in 2018-2019 has occurred without approval. 

If the Court is, in effect, being asked to recommend that NAC be given 

“retrospective” approval for those operations, then the parties ought be provided 

with an opportunity, to ensure procedural fairness, to make submissions on that 

question.  

DECLARATION 7 

109. Declaration 7 concerns the effect of the regional interests development approval 

(RIDA) granted for stage 3 under the Regional Interests Planning Act 2014 (RPIA) 

in 2020. Declaration 7 is not pursued.  

LEAVE TO AMEND GROUNDS OF EAA OBJECTION 

110. Order 9 of the Declarations Application seeks leave to amend the grounds of 

OCAA’s objection to the EAA to the extent necessary to include the grounds 

raised in the Declarations Application. 

111. To the extent necessary, the Court ought to grant leave for OCAA to amend its 

grounds of objection to the application to amend the EA under the EPA. The 

circumstances here are compelling that such leave should be granted where: 

a) The Court is not precluded in granting leave to amend an objection to an 

EA under the EPA during the objection hearing (as it is precluded by 

s 268(3) of the MRA for ML objections); 

b) NAC’s actions in mining West Pit and extending South Pit beneath Bottle 

Tree Hill occurred well after the objection period for the EAA under the 

EPA and were not publicly notified during that objection period, so it 

was impossible for OCAA to raise them in its original objection; 
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c) The orders sought in the declarations concern the validity of the EAA 

before the Court and, therefore, go to the Court’s jurisdiction to conduct 

the objections hearing and make a recommendation at its conclusion; and 

d) The declarations were sought early in the rehearing process before the 

parties have expended considerable time and resources on the rehearing 

and, if granted after a preliminary hearing, will avoid the need for a 

lengthy hearing of the MRA and EPA applications by the Court. 

CONCLUSION 

112. The Court has a wide discretion whether or not to make the orders sought in the 

Declarations Application, including considering the utility of the orders sought.57 

113. OCAA submits that the orders sought in the Declarations Application, subject 

to the qualifications in these submissions, have merit and ought to be made by 

the Court.  

114. OCAA reserves its right to address matters in reply to the submissions of NAC 

in relation to the issues raised.  

 
 
Juliet Forsyth SC 
Owen Dixon Chambers West 

 

Chris McGrath 
Higgins Chambers 

 

16 April 2021 

 

  

 

57 Applying the well-established principles in decisions such as Warringha Shire Council v Sedevic (1987) 10 NSWLR 
335, 339-342 (Kirby P); NRMCA (Qld) Ltd v Andrew [1993] 2 Qd R 706, 712-713 (Macrossan CJ, Pincus and 
Davies JJA); and Mudie v Grainriver Pty Ltd [2002] 2 Qd R 53 at 58-59 [13] (per Davies and Thomas JJA, White J).  
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APPENDIX 1 – RELEVANT FACTS 

Overview of stages 1-3 of the mine 

115. The mine has a considerable history involving three stages of approval as shown 

in the Application Figure (Figure 2):58  

a) Stage 1 and stage 2 of the existing mine (ML 50170 and ML 50216 

respectively); 

b) the land that is proposed to be mined in stage 3 (mining lease application 

(MLA) 50232), as revised after an initial, larger proposed mine footprint 

was rejected by the LNP-Government in 2012 (noting that parts of the 

stage 3 pits are proposed to be mined on the stage 2 ML); and 

c) the land proposed to be used for a rail spur joining stage 3 to the rail line 

near the town of Jondaryan (MLA 700002).59    

116. The mine is located on the Darling Downs, 35 km north-west of Toowoomba 

in Queensland.  

117. The mine is operated by NAC, which is a fully owned subsidiary of the New 

Hope Group. 

118. In Queensland, the major approvals required for large mines (or expansions of 

existing mines) under State and Federal legislation from 2000 to 2014 were, 

relevantly: 

a) a ML under the MRA; 

b) an EA under the EPA;  

c) a water licence under the Water Act 2000 (Qld).  

 

58 This history of the mine was explained in New Acland Coal Pty Ltd v Ashman & Ors and Chief Executive, DEHP 
(No. 4) [2017] QLC 24 at [51]-[70] (Smith M). That decision was later set aside for apprehended bias; however, the 
description of the history of the mine in it is not contentious. NAC also described the history of the mine approvals 
in the introduction to each Plan of Operations under the EPA.  
59 The existing mine (stages 1 and 2) transports coal by truck to a Train Loading Facility (TLF) and rail line at 
Jondaryan. The rail spur associated with stage 3 will join the mine to the rail line.  

http://archive.sclqld.org.au/qjudgment/2017/QLC17-024.pdf
http://archive.sclqld.org.au/qjudgment/2017/QLC17-024.pdf
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d) approval under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 

1999 (Cth) (EPBC Act). 

119. Two significant changes to these requirements since 2014 relevant to the mine 

are that: 

a) since 2014, subject to transitional arrangements and exemptions, mines 

in areas of regional interest under the RPIA require a RIDA under that 

Act; and 

b) since December 2016, under transitional arrangements for a new water 

licensing system for mines, stage 3 of the mine no longer requires a water 

licence but requires an “associated water licence” (AWL) under the Water 

Act 2000 (Qld).60  

Stage 1 

120. NAC applied for a ML for stage 1 of the mine on 2 December 2000 (MLA 50170) 

under s 245 of the MRA. 15 objections by surrounding landholders were lodged 

but subsequently withdrawn.61  

121. The nature of the applications was described in an objection hearing about stage 

1 in the then LRT in 2001. The LRT made three decisions about the objections 

to stage 1: 

a) Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd [2001] QLRT 5 (28 February 2001); 

b) Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd (No 2) [2001] QLRT 14 (28 March 2001); and 

c) Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd (No 3) [2001] QLRT 30 (24 May 2001). 

122. The third LRT decision described the proposed mining activity the subject of 

the stage 1 application as follows:62 

[10] The exhibits show that the Applicant’s predecessor in title to 
MDL244, Shell Coal Australia Pty Ltd has carried out extensive exploration 

 

60 NAC has applied for an AWL but it has not yet been granted. 
61 See Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd (No 3) [2001] QLRT 30, in which Member Smith recommended under s 269 of 
the MRA that the mining lease for Stage 1 of the New Acland Mine (ML50170) be granted. 
62 Re New Acland Coal Pty Ltd (No 3) [2001] QLRT 30  at [10] and [12]. 

http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/qld/QLRT/2001/5.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/qld/QLRT/2001/14.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/qld/QLRT/2001/30.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/cases/qld/QLRT/2001/30.html
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on the area of MDL244 since 1973 pursuant to various authorities to 
prospect and exploration permits including two recent drilling programmes 
in 1996 and 1998/9. The Applicant has conducted development drilling 
since December 1999. These drilling programmes have revealed that the 
area the subject of MDL244 which will eventually involve extraction from 
three pits, contains extensive resources with the total mining reserves being 
estimated on a working section basis as being in excess of 123 million 
ROM (Run of Mine) tonnes. The initial lease, the subject of this application 
will be for the extraction of coal in the north pit and part of the central pit. 
The project will involve the development of an open cut mine to extract 
approximately 20 MT of saleable coal over an 18 year period. 

… 

[12] The exhibits reveal the Applicant’s proposed mining operations and 
program. The proposed mine is significant in its size and will require 
substantial capital expenditure by the Applicant. Plans tendered show 
appropriate development and utilisation of the mineral resources within the 
area applied for. 

123. The boundaries of mineral development licence (MDL) 244 are shown in Figure 

8 below. It shows the three pits proposed in stage 2 (North Pit, Centre Pit and 

South Pit). Stage 1 did not include the pits proposed for the revised stage 3 

project or West Pit. Stage 1 involved a much smaller amount of coal (of 123 run-

of-mine (ROM) coal and 20 million tonnes (Mt) saleable/product coal) in 

comparison to the coal proposed to be extracted from the revised stage 3 mine 

(of 441 Mt ROM coal and 80.4 Mt product coal), discussed further below. 

124. ML 50170 was purportedly granted for the mine under the MRA on 6 September 

2001 for a term of 21 years commencing 1 October 2001.63  

125. Mining commenced in 2002 at the rate of 2.5 Mt per annum (Mtpa).  

126. An EA under the EPA for stage 1 was granted in 2003. 

Stage 2 

127. On 1 February 2005 NAC applied under the MRA for MLA 50216 to expand 

the mine to stage 2.  

128. NAC also applied to amend its EA under the EPA for stage 2 in 2005. 

 

63 See the “ML 50170 Resource authority public report” as at 30/10/2019 exhibited to the affidavit of Sean Patrick 
Ryan affirmed and filed 16/4/21.  
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129. NAC applied under s 70 of the EPA to have stage 2 of the mine assessed by an 

environmental impact statement (EIS) prepared under Ch 3 of the EPA and the 

project was assessed in this manner in 2005-2006. The terms of reference of the 

EIS described the project on p 5, relevantly as:64 

Briefly the project will: 

… 

• require the gradual development of two new open cut areas, 
South and Centre Pits, by 2007 and 2013, respectively; … 

130. The EIS process involved public notification and submission processes.  

131. New Hope Coal Australia (NHCA), at the time a trading name of the parent 

company of NAC, described the project in the EIS for stage 2 in 2006 as 

follows:65 

The New Acland Coal Mine Stage 2 Expansion Project (‘Project’) 

involves the expansion of the mine producing thermal coal for the 

export and domestic markets … until approximately 2021.  

The key elements of the Project are: 

• Expansion of the existing mining activities by the addition of 
the South and Centre Pits resource areas within Mining Lease 
Application (MLA) 50216 to the existing North Pit on ML 
50170.  

• … 
The main elements of the Project area shown in [Figure 1]. 

132. NHCA made no mention in the EIS project description for stage 2 of “West 

Pit” or mining outside of three named pits: South, Centre and North Pits (note 

that “Centre Pit” is sometimes called “Central Pit” in later NAC documents). 

 

64 The Terms of Reference were attached to the Stage 2 EIS in Ch 16 / s 16 (Exh 1150; TMP.0931). 
65 New Hope Coal (Australia), New Acland Coal Mine Stage 2 Expansion Project Environmental Impact Statement, January 
2006, Ch 2 (Description of Project), s 2.1 (Key Elements of the Project), p 2-1 (Exh 871; TMP.0827). A similar 
description was provided in the Executive Summary (Exh 1131; TMP.0912) and at other points in the EIS (see 
Exhibits 871 and 1128-1152). 
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Figure 8: stage 1 and 2 MLs within the boundaries of MDL 244 66 

 

66 Source: New Hope Coal EPBC Act referral of Stage 2 attachment 2 (dated 1 Nov 2004), exhibited to the 
affidavit of Sean Patrick Ryan affirmed and filed 16/4/21.  
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133. Similarly, NHCA made no mention of any West Pit in describing stage 2 when 

discussing the coal resources and coal reserves in the EIS:67  

The Project involves the on-going development of the existing North Pit 
on ML 50170 and the commissioning of two additional resource areas – 
South and Centre Pits. The three pits will be developed sequentially to 
supply up to 4 Mtpa of saleable product coal per year until 2021 to both 
the export and domestic markets. … 

134. Figure 1 (extracted earlier at p 6) shows the mine footprint for stage 2 as shown 

in the EIS in January 2006. Three pits are shown: North Pit, Centre Pit and South 

Pit. No West Pit was shown in the “mine footprint” as described and publicly 

advertised in the EIS for stage 2. 

135. The mine pit footprint identified in the stage 2 application covered around 30% 

of the total area of the stage 1 and stage 2 mining leases. 

136. No public objections were lodged to stage 2 and ML 50216 was subsequently 

purported granted for a term of 20 years on 7 December 2006 and commenced 

on 1 January 2007.68  

137. The EA for the mine was also amended to authorise stage 2 in 2006 and 

production at the mine then increased from 2.5 Mtpa to 4 Mtpa. 

Original stage 3 proposal (2007-2012) 

138. NAC applied in 2007 for stage 3 of the mine to produce 9 Mtpa of coal from 

new pits to the south of the stage 2 mine. Figure 9 shows the initial mine 

footprint proposed for stage 3 comprising three pits (Manning Vale, Willeroo 

and Sabine) and their proximity to the stage 1 and 2 pits (North Pit, Centre Pit 

and South Pit). As part of the initial stage 3, NAC proposed to mine the entire 

southwest corner of the stage 2 ML as part of the Manning Vale Pit. 

139. Stage 3 of the mine was declared a “significant project” in 2007 requiring an EIS 

under the State Development and Public Works Organisation Act 1971 (SDPWOA). 

 

67 New Hope Coal (Australia), New Acland Coal Mine Stage 2 Expansion Project Environmental Impact Statement, January 
2006, Ch 2 (Description of Project), s 2.3 (The Coal Mine), p 2-4 (Exh 871; TMP.0827). 
68 See the “ML 50216 Resource authority public report” as at 30/10/2019 obtained from DNRM and exhibited 
to the affidavit of Sean Patrick Ryan affirmed and filed 16/4/21.  

https://www.statedevelopment.qld.gov.au/resources/project/new-acland-coal-mine/mp-acland-mine-stage3-ias.pdf
https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/LEGISLTN/CURRENT/S/StateDevA71.pdf
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Figure 9: Mine layout for initial stage 3 of the New Acland Coal Mine in the 

2009 EIS for stage 3 showing existing (stage 2) and proposed pits.69    

 

69 Source: original stage 3 EIS, p 5 (soft page 35) (Exh 1217; TMP.0954). 
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140. NHCA, in describing the mining tenures in the original stage 3 EIS in 2009, 

stated:70 

Application for a ML was made by NAC on 2 November 2000, 
covering an area of 1 103 ha. The Governor in Council subsequently 
granted ML 50170 on 6 September 2001, for a term of 21 years 
commencing 1 October 2001. ML 50170 encompasses the North Pit in 
the Glen Roslyn Reserve area, along with an additional infrastructure 
area.  

Application for an additional ML was then submitted by NAC on 1 
February 2005 and was subsequently granted on 7 December 2006. This 
lease encompasses the remaining Glen Roslyn Reserve area not already 
accounted for in ML 50170.  

NAC applied for an additional ML, MLA 50232, on 24 April 2007 and 
will be assessed under this EIS process. The Project was declared a 
‘Project of State Significance’ on 9 May 2007 under Section 26 of the 
SDPWO Act. This MLA covers the majority of the remaining reserves 
within MDL 244, including the Manning Vale, Sabine and part of the 
Willeroo resource areas which form the study area for this EIS 
assessment. 

NAC possesses MLs 50170 and 50216, which are the combined New 
Acland Coal Mine Stage 1 and 2 areas, respectively. Table 3-1 defines 
the ML and MLA mining tenure arrangements. … 

 

141. NHCA’s description of the mine in 2009 distinguished between: 

a) stage 1 on ML 50170 and stage 2 on ML 50216, comprising three pits: 

North Pit, South Pit and Centre/Central Pit; all of which mine in the Glen 

Roslyn Reserve area; and 

b) stage 3 predominantly on MLA 50232 and partially on the stage 2 

ML (ML 50216), comprising pits in the Manning Vale, Sabine and 

Willeroo resource areas.   

 

70 New Hope Coal Australia & SKM, New Acland Coal Mine Stage 3 Expansion Project Environmental Impact Statement, 
Vol 1, November 2009, p 3-4 (soft page 91) (Exh 1217; TMP.0954). 
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142. The “Glen Roslyn stage 1 and 2 Pit Boundaries” are clearly identified in the 

figures from the 2009 EIS (e.g. as extracted in Figure 9). They clearly do not 

include the south-west corner of ML 50216 near the town of Acland. That area 

was proposed to be mined in in the initial proposal for stage 3 as part of the 

enormous Manning Vale Pit.  

143. The EIS process for stage 3 of the mine commenced in 2007 but stalled in 2012 

when the then (Newman-LNP) Queensland Government announced it did not 

support the project due to the damage the mine would cause to prime agricultural 

land. In March 2012, the then Premier was reported as saying it “was 

‘inappropriate’ to expand the mine in the State’s southern food bowl”.71 The land 

around Acland where the mine is proposed is amongst the best 1.5% of 

agricultural land in Queensland and, therefore, significant from an agricultural 

perspective.72 

Revised stage 3 proposal (2012-present) 

144. A revised, smaller stage 3 project was proposed and re-evaluated under the 

SDPWOA after the initial proposal for stage 3 was rejected in 2012. The revised 

project overview was submitted under the SDPWOA and the EIS process under 

that Act was restarted in November 2012.  

145. The revised project reduced the proposed mine output from 9 Mtpa to 7.5 Mtpa 

and substantially reduced the proposed stage 3 mine footprint into three new 

pits: Manning Vale West Pit, Manning Vale East Pit and Willeroo Pit (see the 

Application Figure (Figure 2)).  

146. The Queensland Coordinator-General issued a report in December 2014 

recommending the revised stage 3 project be approved (CG Report).73  

 

71 Exhibit 1155; DDE.0025 (The Australian, 29 March 2012).   
72 T35-30, lines 35-46; and T65-50, Lines 17-19.    
73 Exh 16; EHP.0016. 

https://www.statedevelopment.qld.gov.au/assessments-and-approvals/new-acland-coal-mine-stage-3-expansion.html
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147. The map shown in Figure 2 (Application Figure) was used to describe stage 3 in 

the body (p 2) of the CG Report in which the stage 3 mine pits are shown 

occurring both on the stage 2 and 3 MLs.  

148. However, a different map was used in Appendix 2 (p 170) of the CG Report to 

be imposed on the draft EA. That map was shown in Figure 3 (the Draft EA 

Figure). It distinguished between the stage 3 mining pits occurring on the stage 

2 ML and the parts occurring on the stage 3 MLs as: 

a) Disturbance Areas – stage 2 – Mining Areas; and 

b) Stage 3 Pit Areas. 

149. Concurrently with the Queensland assessment of the mine, including the 2012 

revisions, it was assessed under the EPBC Act using a bilateral agreement and 

subsequently approved under the EPBC Act on 18 January 2017.  

150. In terms of the coal proposed to be mined in the revised stage 3 project, the 

stage 3 EIS project description stated the run-of-mine (RoM) coal from the 

revised stage 3 pits was 441 Mt and the total product coal was 80.4 Mt.74 This is 

clear in s 3.5.3 of the project description for the stage 3 EIS:75 

 

 

 

74 Exh 21; EHP.0021, pp 3-13 and 3-14 (soft pages 16-17). 
75 Exh 21; EHP.0021, p 3-14 (soft page 17). 
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Mining of West Pit since 2016 and extension of South Pit in 2018-2019 

151. Early in the Land Court hearing before Member Smith, NAC sought an urgent 

hearing of the objections due its coal reserves being depleted. Mr Bruce Denney, 

then Chief Operating Officer for the New Hope Group stated in an affidavit 

sworn on 21 October 2015:76  

9.  The New Acland Mine's coal reserves on the Approved MLs 
are forecast to be depleted by 2018 with a ramp-down of 
operations from April 2017 based on the current mine schedule 
because of a lack of accessible coal. The revised Project will 
enable the New Acland Mine to maintain continuity of 
operation post 2017. 

152. NAC later tendered a two-page affidavit sworn on 20 May 2016 by Mr Andrew 

Boyd77 who had replaced Mr Denney as Chief Operating Officer of New Hope 

Group.  He stated: 

4. The affidavit of Bruce Douglas Denney sworn on 21 October 2015 
(Denney First Affidavit), outlined at paragraphs 8 to 17 the need 
for these proceedings to be progressed expeditiously if the Revised 
Expansion Project is to proceed. … 

6. For the reasons set out at paragraphs 8 to 17 of the Denney First 
Affidavit, the Applicant's position remains that, if the Revised 
Expansion Project is to proceed, it is critical that these proceedings 
are progressed expeditiously. In the event that the MLAs and the 
EA Amendment Application are granted and the approval under 
the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 
1999 (EPBC Act) issues, the Applicant intends to commence 

 

76 Exhibit 374; NAC.0001. 
77 Exhibit 877; NAC,0098. 
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activities as soon as possible after the grant, to develop the Revised 
Expansion Project including construction of the rail spur on MLA 
700002, so that it can maintain continuity of operation post-2017 
and avoid having to stand down its existing workforce. 

153. OCAA and surrounding landholders first became aware of NAC’s expansion 

into West Pit in 2016 during the Land Court objection hearing for stage 3 before 

Member Smith. 

154. Member Smith, in recommending the stage 3 applications be refused, referred to 

West Pit on a number of occasions and expressed the view that NAC had already 

commenced stage 3;78 however, this decision was later overturned for 

apprehended bias, therefore these findings have no ongoing legal effect. 

155. Dr Tanya Plant tendered photographs she took of West Pit while flying a plane 

over the mine on 26 June 2016.79  

156. In response, NAC tendered two images showing the distance of West Pit from 

Mr Beutel’s house in Acland on 4 August 2016,80 one of which is Figure 10 

below.  

157. Andrew Boyd, Chief Operating Officer of New Hope Group, stated during 

cross-examination on 8 July 2016 that NAC made a decision to mine West Pit in 

early 2016 due to delays in obtaining the stage 3 approvals.81 

158. What NAC now called West Pit had been part of the “Manning Vale Pit” in the 

original stage 3 proposal in 2007-2012 and part of the “Manning Vale East Pit” 

in the revised stage 3 proposal after 2012.  

 

78NAC v Ashman & Ors (No. 4) [2017] QLC 24 at [125], [245], [378], [389], [391], [683] and [1392]-[1405].   
79 See Exhibit 1154 (TMP.0934), as described at T64-37 and T64-38. 
80 Exhibit 1841 (NAC.0205) and Exhibit 1842 (NAC.0206), tendered by NAC before the Land Court on 4 
August 2016 (see T77-109). 
81 See T64-8, line 38 to T64-11, line 20 

http://archive.sclqld.org.au/qjudgment/2017/QLC17-024.pdf
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Figure 10: NAC image showing location of West Pit in southwestern corner of 

the existing stage 2 mining lease (ML 50216) and distances from Mr Beutel’s 

house in Acland as at 4 August 2016 82  

159. Mr Boyd stated during cross-examination by Mr Holt QC, for OCAA, on 8 July 

2016:83 

MR HOLT:  All right. Was there anything that you thought it was 
important to update the court about that might affect the 
matters that were raised in Mr Denney’s first affidavit? 

MR BOYD: ---I think some of the timing and dates expressed in Mr 
Denney’s affidavit have moved somewhat. 

MR HOLT: Right? 
MR BOYD: ---We’ve taken some measures to – you know, given the 

delays in the approvals of the project, we’ve taken some 
measures to try to ensure we can still maintain continuity. 

MR HOLT: Right. Those measures include accessing more coal on the 
existing MLAs? 

 

82 Extracted from Exhibit 1841 (NAC.0205) tendered by NAC before the Land Court on 4/8/16 (see T77-109). 
83 T64-8, line 38 to T64-11, line 20.  
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MR BOYD: ---That’s Manning Vale East. That’s correct, yes. 
MR HOLT: Yes. And when you say Manning Vale East, Manning Vale 

East is one of the pits that we’ve been referring to as part 
of stage 3. You understand that? 

MR BOYD: ---Correct, yeah. 
MR HOLT: We’ve got Manning Vale West, Manning Vale East and 

Willeroo, yes? 
MR BOYD: ---Yes. 
MR HOLT: And when you say Manning Vale East, are you, in fact, 

referring to is, I think, from a New Hope perspective, 
described presently as West Pit? 

MR BOYD: ---Correct. 
MR HOLT:  Right. So when was the decision made, then, to mine 

some of Manning Vale East in order to create a longer 
period of continuity of mining? 

MR BOYD: ---Look, I think it’s – it’s always been contemplated that 
that area would be mined. It’s most efficiently mined as a 
part of the stage 3 development and consistent with the 
stage 3 development. We took a view early this calendar 
year that, given the – that the length of – or the delays in 
the approval process and our desire to maintain continuity 
of employment for our workforce and continuity of 
production, we took a view that – that we would re-look 
at that area and determine whether we could mine it as a 
part of stage 2, given it sat on the stage 2 mining lease. 

MR HOLT: … So just to be clear, then, on some key propositions, 
part of Manning Vale East – the Manning Vale East Pit 
proposed for stage 3 sits on one of the MLAs which is 
part of stage 2; is that - - -? 

MR BOYD: ---Correct. 
MR HOLT: … when we talk about stage 3 … what do we mean? In 

terms of Manning Vale East what, as far as the EIS is 
concerned, what is stage 3 and what is stage 2, and has 
that changed. That’s the question? 

MR BOYD: ---My understanding is that stage 3 is the stage 3 mining 
lease application area. Stage 2 relates to the stage 2 mining 
lease areas. 

MR HOLT: All right. So … anything that sits on a stage 2 mining 
lease, even if it’s part of Manning Vale East or even 
Willaroo, because I think part of Willaroo is also on a 
stage 2 mining lease from memory, they – we should 
exclude all of that from stage 3. That’s a stage 2 operation 
from your perspective? 

MR BOYD: ---It’s on a stage 2 mining lease so it can be mined as a 
part of stage 2 activities. 
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MR HOLT: Yep. And you made a decision to mine it as part of a stage 
2 – to mine that northern part of the Manning Vale East 
Pit as part of stage 2? 

MR BOYD: ---We’ve taken that decision. Yes. 
MR HOLT: All right. Thank you. And you took that at the beginning 

of this year, you say? 
MR BOYD: ---Yes. 

160. Mr Boyd stated during cross-examination by Dr Tanya Plant on 8 July 2016:84 

DR PLANT:  Thank you, your Honour. Mr Boyd, I have a couple of 
questions for you. It seemed, from your evidence to Mr 
Holt just before, that New Hope can mine anywhere it 
likes on the existing mining lease without further 
approvals; is that correct? 

MR BOYD: ---As long as we comply with our environmental – our 
EA conditions, our current EA conditions, my 
understanding is we’re able to mine within the stage 2 
mining lease areas. 

DR PLANT: Interesting. So, Deputy Registrar, can we please bring up 
the stage 2 EIS. Perhaps if we first go to the description 
of the project, chapter 2. Mr Boyd, do you understand 
that prior to the existing mining leases being granted, that 
the stage 2 project went through an EIS process? 

MR BOYD: ---Yes. 
DR PLANT: And what do you understand to be the purpose of an EIS 

process? 
MR BOYD: ---To establish the environmental impacts of the 

development. 
DR PLANT: Right. Okay. So can we please go to page 2 of that 

chapter, please, Deputy Registrar. Thank you. So here we 
see a map – perhaps we can scroll down so that Mr Boyd 
can see what we’re actually looking at. It says the New 
Acland Project Layer Figure 2-1. And – so, Mr Boyd, do 
you think it would have been a reasonable assumption for 
people that stage 2 would have been as proposed in the 
stage 2 EIS? 

MR BOYD: ---At that time, yes. 

161. Mr Boyd went on to say under cross-examination:85 

 

84 T64-31, line 30, to T64-32, line 10. 
85 T64-38, lines 34-38. 
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DR PLANT:  So it’s your evidence that you can mine pretty – that New 
Hope can mine pretty much wherever it likes on existing 
mining leases without further approvals. That’s correct? 

MR BOYD:  ---As long as we’re within our consent conditions, yes. 

162. West Pit is outside the footprint of the mining pits NAC applied for in stage 2 

(shown in Figure 1) and is part of area NAC proposed to mine in the initial 

stage 3 pit called “Manning Vale” (shown in Figure 9) that the Queensland 

Government rejected in 2012 and NAC then revised.  

163. Since 2016 NAC has continued to mine West Pit outside the mine pit footprint 

applied for, assessed and approved for stage 2 (see Figure 11 - Figure 13).  

164. In 2018-2019 NAC also extended South Pit outside the mine pit footprint 

applied for, assessed and approved for stage 2. 

165. Photographs of West Pit and the extension of South Pit taken on 9 April 2021 

are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. 

 
Figure 11: Photograph of the extension of South Pit beneath Bottle Tree Hill 

outside the stage 2 mine footprint (red box) showing West Pit in distance.86  

 

86 Photograph taken 9 April 2021.See the affidavit of Sean Patrick Ryan (16/4/21).  
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Figure 12: Photograph of West Pit viewed from the south 87 

166. Based on the recent observations of the extent of West Pit and the extension of 

South Pit, Figure 13 shows: 

a) the general location of West Pit in the southwestern corner of the existing 

stage 2 mining lease (ML 50216) and distances from the house of Mr Glen 

Beutel in Acland:  

i) as at 4 August 2016 (dark blue outline); and  

ii) as at 1 February 2021 and the current date (purple outline); and 

b) the general location of the extension of South Pit outside of the mine 

footprint applied for and approved in 2005-2006 as at 1 November 2019 

(light blue outline). 

167. The underlying image used in Figure 13 was prepared by NAC and tendered in 

2016 during the Land Court hearing before Member Smith.88  

NAC has now mined West Pit down to the southern boundary of the stage 2 

mining lease (ML 50216), along which the Acland-Silverleigh Road runs.  

 

 

87 Photograph taken 9 April 2021. See the affidavit of Sean Patrick Ryan (16/4/21). The road in the foreground 
is the Acland-Silverleigh Road.  
88 Exhibit 1841; NAC.0205. 
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Figure 13: Satellite image showing: (a) the general location of West Pit in the 

SW corner of the existing stage 2 mining lease (ML 50216) and distances from 

the house of Mr Glen Beutel in Acland: as at 4 August 2016 (dark blue outline); 

and as at 1 February 2021 (purple outline); and (b) the general location of the 

extension of South Pit in 2018-2019 outside of the mine footprint applied for and 

approved in 2005-2006 as at 1 February 2021 (light blue outline).  
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